
Dear Vicente, 
I had several conversations with Cildo, the last one this morning, and we exchanged some 
 drawings and we arrived at the conclusion that this could be our proposal (see drawing above). 
The space of the Kunsthalle will be divided vertically by a transparent glass/acetate/plexi/acrylic 
partition. On one side there will be a pile of sugar, on the other a pile of salt. It is reminiscent 
of two mountains touching each other but consisting of two different materials obviously both 
white (in the drawing they are yellow and grey, just to differentiate). The sugar and salt I used 
are: Azucar blanca cristalizada y Sal marina fina. Son muy similares de textura. At this moment 
we have a title – SALT & SUGAR ... NO SUGAR, NO SALT – and an idea: we will go for a text of 
20 words, maybe: salt, sugar, landscape, friendship, collaboration ... I think you and Stefan could 
come up with some description: It is up to you how you want to describe the project. 
Best, + AM, 02/02/12

Dear Antoni, dear Cildo, 
here are 20 words from Vicente and me: salt, sugar, friendship, collaboration, discovery, land-
scape, mountain, expedition, humor, idea, e-mail, travel, dinner, conversation, exploration, stroll, 
ramble, hike, and climbing. 
Warmest wishes, Stefan, 04/02/12
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